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Cleared for Takeoff
“Mallory, can you take my shift? I’ll make it up to you. I swear.”
Why did I answer my phone? I was this close to ignoring it and slipping back into the welcome oblivion of sleep. A quick glance over at my clock radio confirms what I already suspected
from the gray light penetrating my drab white drapes—it’s dawn. And it’s Sunday. So much for sleeping in until noon.
“Mal, I’m sick. Girl, I think it’s Ebola.”
“You’re hung over, Ronnie,” I shoot back. “I can practically smell the bourbon over my phone. You can’t keep doing this to me. Not on Sunday.”
“They’ll fire me.”
I exhale slowly in exasperation, letting my cheeks puff out. “Fine, but this is it, Ronald.” He detests his full name, so I use it whenever I’m pissed at him. “I mean it.”
Taking Ronnie’s Sunday shift means working eight-to-six in the control tower at Eniwaytuc’s airport, which is about as undemanding a job as it gets. We have no scheduled flights in or out
on Sundays, so I will spend ten hours doing nothing of significance. Doing insignificant things, of course, could be the first line of Eniwaytuc’s national anthem, if this speck of a sea island had
one. It’s why people vacation here. It’s why I came here.
In geologic terms, Eniwaytuc is a pile of sand in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, a thousand miles south of Hawaii. On the southern half of the island is a lush, mostly wild jungle. The
northern half is a resort, but not just any resort. This is the famous Shoukan Resort. And it’s about as swank and exclusive as it gets. Most guests fly in on private jets, and we get all the
celebrity A-listers. Of course, I don’t rub shoulders with any of the glitterati. The closest I come to the superstar clientele is giving landing and takeoff instructions to their planes. I’m a
certified air traffic controller, which might be, could be, the worst job ever. But that’s the way it is with really bad jobs. The suck doesn’t truly reveal itself until you’re in too deep to get out.
Upon arriving at the airport tower an hour later, I gaze up at the four-story edifice. Its baked, cinder block walls radiate the early morning heat like an oven pizza stone. The top floor is
one big room with windows on all sides. The glass slants outwards, so the fourth floor looks like an inverted pyramid with the pointy end chopped off. This square-shaped building is the
closest thing to a home for me lately, having lost track of every place and person I knew in my before life.
Once inside the main door, a quick elevator ride opens to the tower control room, and a bad odor immediately assaults my nose when I step out. The foul aroma radiates from a halfeaten tuna sandwich left out on the back counter in the muggy heat—we turn off the air conditioner when we leave each day and it gets pretty steamy in here overnight. With nostrils
pinched, I flip on the AC and the lights. Obviously, fifty-year-old Ronnie and his drinking buddies snuck in here and partied hard last night by the looks of all the empty bottles littering every
surface. If Ronnie was a dog, a vet would probably euthanize him for his self-destructive behavior. It’s bad enough we’re all stuck here, but can’t we just play nice with each other?
Pissed, I spend an hour cleaning up the mess. By the time the control room is mostly tidied up, the airport runway is becoming crowded with colorful mounds of nylon. The fabrics are
being unfolded in long lines across the runway tarmac. Bright reds, yellows, blues, and colors that aren’t even part of the rainbow dazzle my eyes. Since we have no flights today, the resort
uses the runway as the staging area for daylong, hot-air balloon rides. The guests think they’re the bee’s knees.
The ding of the elevator arriving startles me. No one comes here on Sunday except Ronnie or me, and it can’t be Ronnie the hangover zombie. Judging from his sandpaper hoarse voice
this morning, the furthest he’ll travel from his bed is to the toilet, and it’s an even bet whether he’ll make it that far.
When the metal doors slide open, the metal trash can I’m holding slips from my grasp and clatters to the floor, spilling most of its contents onto the industrial carpet. A young man
saunters out of the elevator with a carefree smile.
Charlie.
Oh good lord, he’s back again.
My initial shock lasts for several beats and then begins to ebb. I shouldn’t be surprised to see him. He has a way of parachuting into my life out of the blue.
“Hey,” he says. “I stopped by your place to take you out to breakfast. When you weren’t there, I figured I’d find you here.”
“You’re back.”
“Like a bad penny.”
At twenty-six, Charlie is a year older than me. He’s a flyboy. I haven’t seen him since we fought and lobbed accusations at each other like playing catch with hand grenades. I told him to
leave and stay away, but here he is again. He still has the same unkempt, wind-swept brown hair I found so alluring back in the day—along with those ice-cool, blue eyes. Dressed in surfer
board shorts and a gray tank top, he’s easy to smile at.
“Why are you here, Charlie?”
He shrugs indifferently. “Truth? Nowhere else to go, Mal.”
“You’re pathetic.”
“So, we do agree on something.”
“You need to leave.”
“Yes, I do,” he agrees. Then he pauses to run his tongue over his lips. “All in good time. Listen, rumor is you turned down the ACT job at Honolulu International.”
“I did.”
He nods, but he’s using the gesture to buy him time to rein in his emotions. I can tell by the way he bites his lower lip.
“You can’t keep saying ‘no’ to everything.”
I respond by turning my back to him, kneel on the floor, and begin scraping the trash back into the can. I hope he’ll just shut up and go, but he keeps talking.
“You’re afraid to leave this damn island, aren’t you?”
The bitterness in his voice surprises me. After all this time, can’t he get with the program? “That’s why you turned them down,” he continues.
I shake my head. It’s none of his business really, but maybe I owe him something. I’m not afraid really. In fact, I kind of wanted the job, but I couldn’t get my mouth to say “yes” to the offer.
“HNL is a big airport,” I explain. “I’m not ready for it yet. Maybe in a couple years.”
“You’re more than ready. And you know it.”
“I am not!” My voice is throaty and sounds more like a vicious barking dog than I intended. “In this business, there’s no room for mistakes. You mess up, people die.”
He lets out an exasperated sigh. “Mal, it wasn’t your goddamned fault. Okay? They cleared you. Remember?” At the oblique mention of the FAA, my head throbs and I can feel the blood
pounding in my temples. Yes, technically the FAA absolved me of blame, but I still hear the scratchy voice of that boy over the radio. It began innocently enough at an airport outside a small
farm town in bumfuck mid-America. I was green, but I was good, and I was cocky. That morning, as I’d done a hundred times before, I cleared a plane to land on runway twenty-five—this
time, a small, two-seater. “Roger, Tower,” the pilot answered, “cleared for the straight-in to two-five left. Piper 57 Tango Romeo. Out.”
As soon as I heard those words three years ago, I spotted a Cessna taxiing toward runway twenty-five against my earlier commands. I ordered him to stop again. What did he think he was
doing? ‘Cessna 29 Quebec!’ I shouted into my headset mic, ‘I said hold short runway two-five left. Hold short, goddamn you!’
‘Holding short runway two-five left. Cessna 29 Quebec. Out.’
Convinced the asshat in the Cessna finally understood my orders to stop, I turned my attention back to Piper 57 Tango Romeo. Like a slow-motion replay, I relive the next seconds over
and over again in my dreams during random nights. Oh, the Cessna was holding short all right, but the idiot was stopping on the wrong, fracking runway. There he sat in the center of runway
twenty-five like a fat hen laying an egg. Always in my memory, I struggle to say the same thing, but making my tongue form words is like swimming in 10/40 motor oil.
‘Piper 57 Tango Romeo, go around.’ I never get a response in my dreams. ‘Repeat, Piper 57, go around! Now!’ But Piper 57 didn’t go around; he didn’t abort the landing. Why? If Piper 57
could explain why he ignored my order to pull up, maybe, possibly, I could move on. I mean, I gave him the order, right? He just didn’t do what I said. So why is it I always choke on blaming
him? The resulting fireball killed six people, including two children. When they took the bodies out, I forced myself to stand ten yards away and watch—the people were nothing more than
seared lumps of black, crispy meat. I lost it. I mean, I really lost it. My next memory is waking up in a hospital bed. I should have realized earlier that the newbie Cessna pilot was a confused
moron. I later heard the kid was nineteen years old, flying his second solo flight with his family out of an airport he had never taken off from before. But how would I know that at the time? If
I had, I could have acted sooner and stopped him, but I didn’t. Maybe I should have, but whatever . . . now he’s dead along with his mom, dad, and twelve-year-old twin sisters, Nadia and
Rebecca.
“Mal,” Charlie continues. “You can’t hide in this backwater, Podunk airport forever.”
“We’re not having this discussion again.” My voice is tight with annoyance. “You need to go away. You know, that way you do?”
“Not today, M.”
“Well, as you can see, I’m working this morning. You’ll have to eat breakfast somewhere else.”
“No can do. Today is our day.”
Whatever. Then Charlie shakes his head in disgust, as he gestures with both hands around the room.
“I mean, look at this shit hole,” he continues. “The equipment is circa 1960. You’ve got one radio and that’s it. God help creation if you ever had real traffic coming in. And you call this a
radar? You’d have to go to some third world toilet to find an airport using equipment like this.”
“Yeah, it could be better,” I agree, “but it’s what I have.”
“Jesus, Mal, everything should have been different for us.”
Oh, shut up. There is no us.
He is right about the equipment, though, but it hardly matters. We don’t have a lot of air traffic. We average three arrivals a day: a cargo flight, and one passenger flight in and one out. All
of our planes are small, and we only have one landing strip. Over the years, the resort has enlarged and improved it, but our airport is still tiny and not much bigger than the scrape of a
runway the Seabees laid down during World War II for squadrons of Hellcats. But I like the old girl. She’s got heart, if you can say that about a piece of deteriorating asphalt. Since the airport
was sold by the U.S. military to the current resort owners in the seventies, we’ve had no fatal accidents at this airstrip. None. And it’s never happening on my watch.
“Jesus, Charlie. We don’t need fancy radar or radio. We get by just—”
I stop speaking to stare down. The instant I said the word ‘radar’ a target appeared on my screen. We don’t get targets on Sundays, so this is a major what-the-hell event. I slide into the
chair in front of the screen, not realizing at first that I’m holding my breath.
“Hello,” I say to the blinking echo on the screen, as if it can talk back to me. “What are you doing here, girlfriend? Lost?”
“Maybe a Hawaii-Auckland flight?” Charlie offers.
I shake my head. “They track further east.”
“Military?”
I shrug. “Maybe. Sometimes the big C-5Ms come this direction out of Ryukyu, but they usually don’t cross our fence.”
My curiosity is disrupted by a brief squawk of static erupting from the radio, followed by a long hiss. Charlie opens his mouth to say something, but my arm shoots up in a ‘talk to the
hand’ gesture. He clamps his mouth shut, and I swivel my chair to face our old HF radio receiver. Another squawk of static comes out of the loudspeaker. Picking up the well-worn hand mike
attached to the radio with a long, black telephone cord, I wait for an incoming transmission.
“ENI Tower,” a voice blasts through the speaker, so loud I flinch before turning the volume down. “ENI Tower.”
I depress the talk button on the mic, “This is ENI Tower. Please identify yourself.”
“Tower, this is AsiaPac 3405 in route to Honolulu.” I hear someone in the background mutter, “Thank God.” Then the main voice returns. “Tower, we are declaring mayday. Repeat,
mayday, mayday, mayday.”
AsiaPac? They only fly the big momma transpac planes. This gal must be one of those monsters. My instincts instantly take over.
“AsiaPac 3405 what is your emergency? How can we assist?”
“Tower, we’ve lost one engine, losing the other fast. Hydraulic pressure is dropping. Request clearance to land.”
Land? Here? Are you fucking kidding me? My mouth instantly goes dry as hot, desert sand at the thought of a commercial airliner attempting to land on Eniwaytuc.
“AsiaPac 3405, can you make it to Honolulu?”
“Negative, Tower.”
“Kiribati?”
“Negative. Tower, it’s you or the ocean.”
“Roger that. AsiaPac 3405, what are your vitals?”
“Tower, we’re approximately 550 kilometers due south, approaching at 350 knots. Altitude 25,000 feet. We’re losing both. We anticipate arrival in approximately forty minutes.”
“AsiaPac 3405, proceed with your approach. I’m going to have to go dark for two minutes. Stand by.”
“Roger Tower, continuing with our approach. Rounding on Charlie, I snap my fingers and point out the window at the runway.
“Charlie, help me get those balloons off the runway. Anyone still hanging around in forty minutes is going to be a grease spot.”
Without responding, he sprints for the elevator. Curling my hand into a fist, I slam it down on the red emergency button I’ve never touched before. In response, our antiquated siren
barks out a loud emergency squeal that sounds like the howl of a squadron of old police cars from the fifties. Regardless of what Charlie does, this alarm should signal everyone to get their
fat, celebrity arses off my runway. Grabbing my sat phone, I speed dial Ronnie, who doesn’t pick up. Of course he doesn’t; he’s probably passed out in his own vomit. After eight rings, I start
chewing on my thumbnail.
Yes, as I thought, he’s too hung over to pick up, but as I’m about to utter a string of hair-curling curse words, he finally answers.
“Ronnie, sober up and get the resort maintenance guys down here immediately,” I burst out before he can even attempt a hello. “We have a plane coming in for an emergency landing. It
could be a rough one.”
“Holy Christ! ETA?”
“Forty minutes. I need you to get our piece-of-shit fire engine up and running, stat. Can you do it?”
“Right,” he replies, a bit breathlessly. “I’m . . . I’m on my way . . . I think.”
His valiant, ‘Jack Daniels be damned’ words are followed by a sound like that of boulders tumbling down a mountain. I know this sound. Ronnie’s body has crashed to the floor while
getting out of bed, with his phone still smooched against his ear.
Ouch. Sucks for him.
Then come the moans.
“Also,” I continue, ignoring his groans of pain, “call Wendy at the clinic and get her out here along with as many of the medical staff as she can round up.”
Setting down my phone, I pick up the HF radio mic again and adjust the frequency. Time to alert the big dogs.
“Honolulu tower,” I say into the mic, “This is ENI tower on Eniwaytuc. Repeat, Honolulu tower, this ENI tower on Eniwaytuc.” A pleasant, if treacly sounding voice finally answers. I know
her. It’s Bethann, the woman whose job they wanted to give to me.
“This is Honolulu tower. What can we do for our friends in lovely Eniwaytuc to—?”
I cut her off. “Tower, we just received a mayday from AsiaPac 3405. They are requesting clearance from us for an emergency landing.” The line goes silent for an instant. Then I hear
shuffling and scraping as if someone put their hand over the mic, followed by muffled sounds of people yelling. After a few seconds of heavy breathing, a man’s voice comes on the line.
“ENI Tower, are you in contact with AsiaPac 3405?”
“Yes.”
I recognize the guy’s voice in a second. It’s Aaron, head of the HNL tower, the guy who offered me Bethann’s job.
“Tower, what is their status?” he asks. I quickly relate to him what little I know, before skipping to the bottom line. “Aaron, she’s falling out of the sky.”
“At least she’s still in the sky,” Aaron replies. “We lost contact with her and were beginning to assume the worst. There are 400 people on that plane, Mallory. Get the bird in the nest.”
“Aaron, we’re kind of primitive here. I need this radio to keep in contact with AsiaPac 3405. Call me back on my sat phone?” I read out the number. Thirty seconds later my phone buzzes.
“This is Mallory.” A strange voice responds, trembling with either fear or forced restraint. “This is Assistant Air Traffic Manager, Brendan Adams, with the Honolulu Control Facility. Whom
am I speaking with again?”
“Mallory Broussard. You’re on speaker, Mr. Adams.”
Adams clears his throat. “You’re listed as an ATC under Ronald Withers. Where is Mr. Withers?” I frown at the question and manage not to say something snarky. Yes, Ronnie is technically
my boss, but he lost the job a long time ago when he checked into Hotel Maker’s Mark. We go through the charade of him asking me to take his shift each day, but Ronnie hasn’t worked the
tower for months, except on Sundays when we have no planes.
“Ronnie is en route. He should be here momentarily.” I’m speaking more from faith and earnest prayer than actual knowledge.
“I see. Let’s review the information I have. Your runway 18 has a total landing distance available of 1425 meters with a runway safety area at the back end of 750 meters?”
“Correct. The RSA”—the runway safety area—“is sand, but it’s flat and we keep it groomed.”
“And coming the other way, for runway 36, the LDA is 1425 meters. No RSA at the end?” The LDA is the landing distance area, the total length of asphalt runway available for landing.
Although 36 has an RSA in front, that doesn’t count since planes need to touch down in front of it on the asphalt.
“Correct.” Then I add, “If you overshoot 36, you’re screwed seven ways to Sunday—you’re in the jungle and that’s not survivable. That’s why we always use 18 for landings now, weather
permitting. Listen, Mr. Adams, the biggest plane we ever see here is maybe an Embraer 175.” I hear someone curse in the background followed by the murmur of several voices arguing. When
Adams speaks again, I can almost taste his frustration. His voice is tight and clipped the way my golfer dad used to speak when he shanked his tee shot for the third time in six holes.
“Here’s the rub, Miz Broussard—”
“Mallory, please.”
“Right. Mallory, then.” He clears his throat. “AsiaPac 3405 is a Boeing 777-300ER. Its minimum landing distance under perfect conditions is 1828 meters. Your runway 18 may work, given
the sand at the backend. Unfortunately, runway 36 won’t come close. We’re not even sure what kind of braking power they’ll have, and we have to assume they have no reverse thrust.”
“So, we need them to come in from the north.” I summarize.
“If they can.”
I give a grim nod to the phone. “I’m going to contact them now. You’ll be on speaker so you can hear directly what they say.” As I set my sat phone down next to the radio speaker, Charlie
emerges from the elevator with an unreadable expression on his face. I drape the mic cord over my shoulder, waiting for him to come over and report. Trailing behind him is Feleti, who runs
the balloon company. He’s a large, rotund Polynesian man with deeply tanned skin. Today he’s wearing orange soda-colored swim trunks and flip-flops. His presence in my control room can’t
be good.
“What is it?” I blurt out wearily to no one in particular.
“The balloons and equipment are being moved,” Charlie says. Then his voice peters out, and he waits for Feleti to say something.
“The runway will be cleared of everything in fifteen minutes,” Feleti says with a hesitant smile. “Good,” I reply. I detect a ‘but’ coming. “Because we have a plane roughly the size of a
football field attempting to land in twenty minutes.”
“Four balloons are already in the air,” Feleti continues, “and—”
I cut him off. “Tell them to find somewhere else to land. They aren’t coming here.”
“That’s the problem,” Charlie interjects. “Feleti’s reached three of the four balloons by radio and they’re going to land on North Beach.”
“What is the problem?” I ask.
“No radio on the fourth balloon,” Charlie and Feleti answer in unison. Charlie’s voice is an emotionless monotone, whereas Feleti is gasping for air like he ran a 10K.
“What?” I screech. “They’re in my goddamned airspace. They’re required to have radios so I can talk to them!”
Feleti flinches. Both Charlie and I stare at him waiting for him to respond, but he won’t meet my eyes. Finally, he sighs deeply and shrugs, before speaking.
“The pilot is Gus Breen.”
Oh Jesus. Gus is one of Ronnie’s drinking buddies.
“Since there are no flights on Sundays,” Feleti continues, “Ronnie told him he didn’t have to bring one.”
“Christ!” I fume.
We’re so incompetent that, at any other time, this would almost be funny.
“There’s more,” Charlie whispers to me in my ear, as if he’s about to pass on state secrets. As if he’s been cued, Feleti picks up the story. “Also, Gus is operating his famous breakfast-overthe-island flight. He’s up there with Chase Mannix, his wife, and their daughter...and they’re scheduled to land at 10:30 a.m.”
Ooh. Aah. A big celebrity. It doesn’t matter.
“I don’t care who’s up there. Nobody dies today. Got it?”
I glance quickly at my watch, confirming what I already knew. The balloon is landing exactly two minutes before AsiaPac 3405. My stomach clenches at what will happen if we don’t get
that balloon out of the way.
“Feleti,” I say, pointing my finger at him, “tell me Gus knows light gun signals.”
“He’s supposed to.” Feleti’s voice falters slightly.
I nod in understanding. He’s supposed to, but God knows what kind of half ass training he’s actually had. I stab my index finger at Feleti as if it’s a weapon. “Get your ass on the tarmac and
find something to wave him off. I’ll try the light gun, but if he’s too stupid to understand, then it’s on you to get him out of the way.”
Feleti is too fat to run, but he’s moving pretty fast as he bolts for the elevator. Charlie just shakes his head in apparent disgust. Yeah, I hear you.
Time to get back to my plane.
Picking up the radio mic, I depress the transmit button.
“AsiaPac 3405. This is ENI Tower. Status?”
“Tower, we’re twenty-one minutes out. Altitude 14,000 feet. Speed 250 knots.”
“AsiaPac 3405, can you maneuver to the north and land on runway 18?”
“Negative, Tower. We’re getting very little thrust from our remaining engine. Basically, we’re a giant metal glider at this point. We’re locked into a southern approach. Tower, can you
confirm clearance to land?” I glance over at Charlie one more time and he gives me a ‘what the hell can we do’ shrug. “AsiaPac 3405, you are cleared to land on runway 36. I have you on
screen, and confirm your vector.”
“Well, you heard him,” I tell Mr. Adams. “We’re stuck with runway 36.”
“We’re going to need a miracle,” he says in a stunned voice barely louder than a whisper.
“No such thing,” I shoot back. “I need options. Tell me how to slow this plane down once it lands.” A man’s voice in the background responds. “Dump piles of sand on the runway.”
“I have fifteen minutes, not five hours.”
“Maybe a water landing would be preferable,” someone else in the background offers.
“No,” Adams answers sharply. “Water landings never work. We risk losing everybody. If they overshoot the runway, at least we have a shot at saving some.”
The island landline phone adjacent to the radar rings. Anyone I might want to talk right now would know to call me on my sat phone. Nevertheless, I snap my fingers at Charlie and point
at the phone, gesturing for him to answer it. He picks it up, listens for a few seconds without saying anything, and then places his hand over the mouthpiece.
“It’s Wendy. She wants to know why you summoned her.”
I nod for him to hand me the phone.
“Wen, I need you down here at the airport five minutes ago.”
“Mal, what in the blazes is going on?”
Charlie comes up behind me and begins kneading my shoulder muscles like he used to do when I’d get off work, often tense and pissed. A half hour ago, I would have pulled away from
him. Now, I welcome his touch. I’ve missed it, I’ve missed him, I’ve missed the last three years of my life.
“Wen,” I answer, “in fifteen minutes a plane is probably going to crash on my runway. We could be looking at mass casualties. I need you and every person who has the slightest bit of first
aid training over here now.”
“Jesus!” Wendy gasps. “We are not equipped to handle this. I can’t—”
I interrupt her. “Sorry, but we don’t get to call a timeout. This is happening whether you’re ready or not.”
I have to be careful with Wendy. She’s fragile. If I curse and brow beat her, she’s likely to melt into a puddle of babbling goo and be totally useless to me. Wendy is like me. Eniwaytuc isn’t a
lovely island getaway for her any more than it is for me. It’s purgatory. She’s stuck here too, seeing demons in the rearview mirror like Ronnie, me, and all the staff.
“I’ll try,” Wendy says. “I’m just–”
I cut her off. “Wen, those people up there.” I stop to catch my breath. “They know what’s going on by now. They know the plane is going down, and they’re scared out of their gourds.
We’re all they’ve got.”
“Sure. Okay. I’ll do what I have to.”
It won’t be enough, not nearly enough, but it’s all I’m going to get.
When I hang up the phone, I turn to say something to Charlie, but he’s moved across the room, where he stands with binoculars scanning out the window. He lowers them, catches my
eye, and points. Joining him by the window, I squint to make out what he’s seeing. Just above the jungle tree line to the north, a black balloon with yellow stripes is floating toward us like a
psychedelic, tricked out bumble bee searching for a flower to land on. It’s the fourth balloon, but it’s still too far out to signal.
“Let me know when it gets within range,” I say.
“Absolutely. You got this, M. Easy peasy lemon squeezy.”
Yeah, well, WTF. Walking back to the radar screen, I pick up the mic.
“AsiaPac 3405, status?”
“Tower, we’re at 7,500 feet and 208 knots. Estimate touchdown in ten minutes. We’re trying to maintain speed, but engine two is failing.”
I pick up my sat phone, which is still on speaker. “You get that, Mr. Adams?”
“Yes,” he answers. “She may not even make the runway.”
His comment triggers a thought. We had a plane last year that missed the runway, but no one was seriously injured. What if?
“Mr. Adams, what if 3405 comes in short and lands on the sand RSA in front? It should help kill their momentum.”
Charlie, who has come alongside me, gives my shoulder a comforting squeeze. His eyes sparkle with encouragement, and he nods at me to keep going.
“We’ve considered the possibility, Mallory. The problem is when the plane hits at landing velocity the wheels will catch on the sand, and the plane will likely suffer a catastrophic break up.
The longer we keep the plane intact, the better.”
“No, that’s not what I meant,” I persist. “A year ago, we had a Lear jet do a pancake landing on 36. The wheels wouldn’t deploy, and the pilot screwed up and came in short. He hit the
sand, which slowed the plane perfectly. It slid about a third of the way down the runway and stopped. It was intact.”
“You’re suggesting a gear-up landing on the RSA?” The note of incredulity in his voice is impossible to miss.
“It worked for the Lear,” I reply. “I know this is a bigger plane, of course, so it may still overshoot the runway, but maybe it hits the trees going a fraction of the speed it would with gear
down and God knows what breaking ability.”
“Nice,” Charlie comments.
In the background, with the sat phone still jammed against my ear, I hear a babble of excited conversations. The voice of one man, not Mr. Adams, rises above the fray. “Risky, but it might
work, Brendan.”
“Every other option on the table has no chance,” a woman says. “I say do it.”
More incomprehensible arguing ensues. Finally, Adams is back on the phone.
“Okay, we go with your plan,” Adams says. His voice is almost a growl. “Issue the instructions.” Sucking in a deep breath, I place the sat phone on the counter and tap it back on speaker.
Then, I pick up the black radio mic that’s so worn the once-white logo lettering is gone, replaced by faded and cracked plastic. For some reason, I glance over at Charlie for an indication of
what he thinks of my idea. He doesn’t respond, but instead takes my hand in his, lacing our fingers together. I lift the mic up to my mouth as if it’s a cigarette I’m about to take a long drag on.
If this doesn’t work, I’m not sure I’ll ever get off this damn island.
“AsiaPac 3405.”
I try to adopt an almost robotic voice.
“We want you to retract your wheels and effect a gear-up landing. But we want you to come in short and land seven hundred meters in front of the runway on the sand RSA.”
The response is immediate.
“Tower? Excuse the hell out of me, but I thought I just heard you request us to belly flop?”
“Roger that. We think this is the only way to slow you down enough to avoid overshooting the runway at a catastrophic speed.”
“Tower, not to be disrespectful, but do you know what the hell you’re doing?”
“Captain,” I immediately shot back, “I know my airport. In your condition, if you try a normal landing, you will overshoot the runway. The trees and rock outcroppings will shred your plane
into aluminum confetti like razor blades. We’re trying to save your ass here!”
A long silence follows. It probably lasts only a few seconds, but it feels like an hour. Everyone is waiting for a response from AsiaPac 3405—me, Charlie, and Adams and his crew, who are
listening to everything going on in my tower.
A loud voice I don’t recognize comes over the radio. “She’s nuts, Alex.” The guy must be the co-pilot. “We can do this. The brakes can handle it.”
“Can they, John?” the pilot counters. “We’ve lost right hydro, and I’m seeing mush from the center. We land at 150 knots with anything less than full braking and we’ve really screwed the
pooch.” The fact that this exchange is happening on a live mic is surprising. A muttered curse word from John the co-pilot rips apart the brief silence.
“It’s my call,” Captain Alex finally says in a tight, clipped voice. “Tower, roger gear up. Appreciate your attention to our backsides. Retracting wheels now and adjusting flaps for a short
landing. I’m also praying for the first time in my life.”
An exhale of relief rushes from my lungs. This time, my plane will listen to me and, stand or fall, we’ll do this my way today. I reach for the landline phone to check in with Ronnie.
“Ronnie, I need status.”
“Mal, we’re finally fired up,” Ronnie answers. “The damn battery was dead.”
“3405 is coming in on its belly.” The words rush out of me. “We need foam on that fuselage as soon as it comes to a stop.”
“Got it. ETA?”
“Five minutes.”
“Mal,” Charlie says urgently. “It’s time to signal the balloon.”
If we can’t contact a plane by radio—or a balloon in this case, we signal it with a light gun. Unfortunately, most pilots never see light gun signals in actual operation, so we’re dicing for a
megabucks miracle. I pull the never-before-used gun off its mount, check to make sure the cord is plugged in, and flip it on. For an instant, nothing happens and my heart almost drops into
my shoes, but then I detect the gentle thrum of power pulsing through the machine.
Our light gun looks like a giant paint can with two pistol grip handles underneath and a scope sight on top. Raising the gun, I aim it at the balloon. With a click, I depress the trigger
rapidly, sending a flashing red beam of light at the balloon basket, while Charlie studies the thing through the binoculars. A flashing red signal means it isn’t safe to land, so of a courtesy,
please get the goddamn hell out of here.
“Mal,” Charlie says, “Gus has his back to us, but one of the passengers, a tweenie girl, is pointing at you.”
“Come on, Gus,” I say through clenched teeth. “See me.”
“No go,” Charlie says bitterly, “He’s continuing his descent, ignoring the girl... wait. No. Hold on. He’s gawking at you.”
I maintain a steady barrage of flashing red light signals, willing them straight into Gus’ retinas. Even without binoculars, the balloon is close enough for me to see a sudden burst of flame
from the balloon’s burner.
“Yes!” Charlie shouts with a fist pump. “He’s ascending.”
Finally, something is going right, but this is only one small skirmish in the battle. After sprinting across the room to the landline, I quickly dial Ronnie’s sat phone.
“Shit, Mal!” Ronnie exclaims, not even bothering with hello. “This piece of crap died again. Okay, I can do this.”
“I know you can. No pressure, but we needed your engine out there two minutes ago.”
“Trying.”
“Ronnie, Ronnie, Ronnie.”
“Not helping, Mal” he growls. Then the roar of an engine coming to life momentarily drowns out his voice. “Got it! We’re heading out.”
The radio speaker crackles to life. “Tower, we’ve attempted to retract our landing gear, but we may not have the hydraulics to pull them in all the way.”
Gazing out the window toward the south, I spot a jet lumbering out of the sky, its wings wobbling spastically. It looks like it’s going to crash nose-first into the island in a kamikaze dive.
Charlie quickly yanks the binoculars up to his eyes, dialing feverishly on the focus knob.
“Wheels are up,” Charlie shouts.
“AsiaPac 3405, we have a visual on you. Your landing gear is retracted. Godspeed, Captain.” Then I hear the captain talking to the crew and passengers. His voice is soothing and
reassuring. How he can manage to sound calm, I have no idea.
“Brace for impact,” he says.
No sooner are the words out of the captain’s mouth then the plane smacks the ground sending up an explosion of sand into the air like a volcanic eruption. It seemed like, at the last
second, the nose of the plane lifted, allowing the tail to hit first. The collision is accompanied by an earth-shaking boom, and then a scraping, tearing sound, as if ten thousand fingernails
were being dragged across a universe of blackboards. The plane slides forward, begins twisting, and an ocean of red-orange sparks flare out from the plane’s underbelly, as it screeches like a
banshee down the runway. Although we refer to this as a belly landing, this plane doesn’t actually scrape along on its fuselage; it’s propped up on its engines, which emit white flames like
sparks from a giant arc welder. Halfway down the runway, the aircraft begins to rotate to the left, so that it’s almost sliding sideways. At first, the speed seems so fast that there can be no
way this man-made behemoth doesn’t face plant itself into a very unforgiving jungle at the end of the runway. But then it begins to slow rapidly.
I’m waiting for the wings to break off or the plane to split in half, but neither happens. Instead, the massive airplane slides to a stop nearly at the end of the runway with a squeaking wail,
followed by the loud groan of twisting, tortured metal. Immediately, a huge, green truck with six wheels roars onto the runway toward the plane, coming to a stop about fifty yards away. Our
antique, stupid-ass fire truck has a giant gun on its roof that looks like a missile launcher. Within seconds, the sixties-era nozzle begins shooting a stream of white suds at the plane, aiming
first at the engines, which are belching thick, black smoke. Charlie and I stand still, holding our breaths, waiting for an explosion or fire, but none comes.
The radio speaker bursts to life. “Tower, AsiaPac 3405 has landed and, holy crap, we are intact. Commencing evacuation...Damn, let’s not do that again.”
“Roger that, AsiaPac 3405,” I reply. “Welcome to our island. This is Tower, over and out.” Finally.
My lungs feel like they’re breathing for the first time in an hour. Charlie immediately envelops me in a hug, momentarily squeezing out of me the deep breath I just took, but I ferociously
return the embrace. I don’t want to let go of him. But I have to. Eniwaytuc isn’t quite done with me yet.
“You did it, girl,” Charlie says with an impish smile. “I knew you would.”
For several seconds, I stand at the window staring at the smoke and bedlam on the tarmac below. Ronnie stands like a general in the middle of a battlefield, yelling at his men and pointing
to where they need to be. The scene is chaotic, but he has it under as much control as is possible when all hell is breaking loose. This isn’t Ronnie gone blotto; this is Lieutenant Ronald
Withers who flew combat missions around the clock back in the day before his life crashed and burned and he failed to eject.
‘Welcome back to the fight, old man,’ I say to myself, before slowly turning away.
Then, I drag my sat phone to my ear, which has been connected to the Honolulu command center the whole time. When I try to speak, a sea of voices erupts and drowns me out. I hear
clapping and yelling, and ten voices all trying to holler unintelligible words at me at once. They heard AsiaPac 3405’s announcement and, from the hooting and celebrating over the phone,
you’d think the Honolulu Control Facility is celebrating the New Year’s Eve ball drop in Times Square. “Amazing,” Charlie whispers in my ear.
“I did my job.” Then, under my breath, I add, “this time.”
Charlie heard me somehow.
“Mal, you had less than two seconds to wave off Piper 57. No one blames you for it... I don’t blame you.”
“I had time. I froze.”
My voice is numb and choked with regret, as I finally vomit up the truth I’ve been denying for so long. I tried to tell Piper 57 to go around, but I didn’t. The words were in my brain, but
they never made it out of my mouth.
“It was never your fault, M.”
Charlie and I ride the tower elevator down and emerge outside hand in hand to meet the evacuating passengers, my cheeks flush with success. No one died this time. Charlie and I are
back.
A warm, humid breeze swirls around me as I march across the tarmac, nodding at the line of bedraggled, relieved people shuffling by. Charlie releases my hand and stops, letting me walk
on for a few steps before I, too, halt and then turn to face him, confused. Fighting off the sun’s light, I squint back at Charlie as he breaks into a huge, fox-in-the-henhouse grin, the way he
always did when I was the butt of one of his stupid jokes.
“What?” I ask.
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His grin widens in response, but he says nothing. An instant later, he begins to fade away like smoke dispersed by a powerful breeze, still smiling idiotically at me. Just before he vanishes,
the way a mist dissipates in the wind, he winks knowingly at me. And seconds later, he’s gone, and I’m standing all alone facing the late morning sun.
Next, the perpetual fog on my brain burns off, a door inside me unlocks and swings open, and finally I remember.
Charlie proposed to me years ago, and I said yes, but I never even had a chance to tell my parents. He was the pilot on Piper 57, and he died on that runway in Iowa, on a crisp, Fall
morning when his plane collided with Cessna 29 amid an ocean of surrounding cornfields. I left Iowa to escape him and Cessna 29 and burned bodies and...and me. But whatever I did, I
couldn’t shake him. He kept coming back for me, and I ended up here on Eniwaytuc unable to leave.
And what now?
I think it’s time for me to go.
One day Ronnie and Wendy will follow. I believe that. But not yet.
I don’t know what I’ll do or where I’ll go. Not back to Iowa. But there is a place for me out there. I just have to find it. First, though, it’s time to get my plane back in the air and leave this
godforsaken island. I’ve finally been cleared for takeoff.
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